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Arbitrary colonial boundaries and sub-nationalism are poison; India should learn from what happened in Rwanda, Ethiopia and South Sudan. As I write this, there are riots in South Africa over a court ...
Lessons For India From South Africa: Beware Of Those Bearing Gifts
Monotheistic Roots of Nationalism - Sociologists and social psychologists have demonstrated that among a group with internal conflicts ...
The Monotheistic Roots of Nationalism
The correlation of six critical forces in play simultaneously becomes the perfect “trigger” moment for an assault on Israel and Jews.
Redefining contemporary hate
Hindus are in minority in nearly all North ... The study sees the rise of Hindu nationalism as part of contemporary national identity, particularly in North India. It claims that BJP’s version ...
Understanding Pew Research Center’s Report
Or history. In order to understand what led to the deadly Capitol insurrection and the spate of proposed voting laws we must account for the influence of Christian nationalism, a political ...
The Growing Anti-Democratic Threat of Christian Nationalism in the U.S.
Second of a seriesAFTER his 1931 Senate reelection loss, Jose P. Laurel returned to private law practice. Claro M. Recto took over from Laurel as one of two senators from the ...
Laurel and Recto: Nationalists
national identity, and nationalism. These disputes over the national question cannot be seen as merely academic hairsplitting. With the collapse of white minority rule and installation of a ...
The National Question: Nationalism, Ethnic Conflict, and Self-Determination in the Twentieth Century
The phenomenon of ethnic nationalism in Nigeria is certainly ... appear to be waking up and putatively reasserting its shredded identity. On their part, the Middle Belt tribes, under the searing ...
The Rise of Ethnic Nationalism
While some have hailed the willingness of the South African government to arrest popular former President Jacob Zuma as a victory for constitutional fidelity in Africa, there is a much darker side to ...
Ethnic tribalism threatens South Africa
Why Voters Love Modi. If the BJP wins by getting Hindu voters to consolidate, its opponents can't beat it by bundling together the Muslims and some of the 'others', observes Shekhar Gupta.
Why Voters Love Modi
England and Aston Villa defender Tyrone Mings responded to this racism by accusing home secretary Priti Patel of ‘stoking the fire’ of bigotry. Earlier in the tournament, Patel had defended the right ...
Tyrone Mings has done more harm than good
The by-election clearly centred on the politics of identity, and specifically English nationalism ... to win brownie points from particular minority groups, as with clear support for India ...
The use of identity politics to win elections is a trend that needs to be reversed – I’m sure it can be
By Kalinga Tudor Silva (A slightly amended version of a paper published as the editorial of Sri Lanka Journal of Social Sciences 44 (1) in June 2021.) In describing the pandemic, the UN Secretary ...
Vaccines, pandemic politics, and Global South
nationalism and attitudes in India has found. Nearly half of the Hindu voters (49 per cent) say they voted for the BJP, compared with significantly fewer people among minority religious groups.
20% of Muslims voted for BJP in 2019, finds Pew survey
Our nationalism is based on our rich language and distinct Bengali cultural identity and that will not change," Sheikh Hasina reminded Rashid, the BNP MP from Chapai Nawabganj, during the debate ...
BNP lawmaker pitches for Islamic Bangladesh
BJP’s triumphant re-election under Narandra Modi underscores the wave of right-wing populist nationalism sweeping ... of the world has made upholding group identity respectable for all groups, ...
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